Household Pets: Goldfish and Cat

Additional Resources

Seven Fish with Elmo
I Love Fish
Fishing with Friends | Wild Kratts
DragonflyTV | California Fish
Swimming Like a Fish
Fish Camp Game | MOLLY OF DENALI™
Science Crafts for Kids: Magnetic Fishing | Nature Cat
Elmo's World Coloring Page Printable | Sesame Street
Archerfish Bug Rush | Digital Game | Wild Kratts

Cats
Cat Likes Circles | Peg + Cat
Measuring with Cat Activity | Peg + Cat
That’s a Cat | Peep and the Big Wide World
Peg + Cat Stick Puppets
Beanie Doll | Peg + Cat
Between the Lions - If You Were: Cat
Animal Alphabet | Fishing Cat
Cat Adaptations: Body Structures
Cat Adaptations: Super Senses
The Case for Indoor Cats | UNTAMED
Play and Pretend | Nature Cat